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Introduction
This document consists of all the new features, the upgrades and the known issues for release 4.2.2.
Although all functionalities have been rigorously tested, please share unlisted items in Test Monitor. This process
lists the unknown issue for future release. If you read about any features that are not available in your standard
SFS360 platform configuration, please contact your SFS account manager so these configuration settings can be
explored.

New features
1. It is now possible to change the NPS score message language on the language and text page.

Upgraded features
1. The group mode has been updated and changed to make it more easy to use.
2. Stop the group mode gives a warning that all the rooms will be released to admin.
3. VCN is issued for all passengers traveling on the same PNR. The passenger in the group with the
mobile number will get all the VCN’s on their mobile phone.
4. SAP issues are fixed
• Double invoices are taken out and renumbered.
• IATA codes are only number no letters.
• The invoice amounts are rounded correctly so no difference between XML and PDF.
• A check is added by SFS before the invoices are pushed into the SAP system.
5. Irreg reason report is updated.
•
•
•
•

New column for passenger irreg reason.
The dates are in a logical order.
Per flight per service a line so total amounts are logical.
Only the causing flight is shown.

6. On the select passenger page when switching between horizontal and vertical view the information
is placed the correct way in both views.
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7. After cancelling a room on mobile the text on the mobile homepage is no correctly change. The text
says that the passenger cannot select another room using self-service.
8. Further enhanced stability and performance improvements in the decoupling process of the internal
SFS systems by placing a new supervisor toolkit in the heart of our application architecture.
9. The airline configuration page is split in to two pages. Airport configuration settings and Airline
configuration settings.
10. In some places in the platform a user-id was shown instead of the username. This is fixed, now the
the username is shown instead of the user-id. This is used in places like the select passenger page.
The passenger can be worked on by user. Another user will see the name of the first user.
11. When a taxi voucher is issued on A4 it now shows a validity date.
12. The “show hotels in use only” on the hotel dashboard issues are solved.
13. Visibility of taxis using cute is fixed.
14. The format of entering phone numbers has been made the same throughout the entire platform.
Every phone number has to be entered starting with +31
15. Wifi costs are displayed correctly on the voucher created by using self-service.

Known issues
1. There is no sort order on the hotel list only filter options.
2. Group mode is a new added functionality. It should be configurable in the backend to switch it on or
off. At the moment it is not configurable and is visible for every airline.
3. At the moment flight list on the select passenger page is filled with flights from two dates. If the
user selects yesterday as a date the list is also filled with flights of today. This only changes if the
user refreshes the page.
4. If two users issue a hotel voucher for two different people at the same time and pick the same only
available room the system crashes. This only happens if it happens at exactly the same time and if
there is only one room available.

GDPR
No GDPR issues reported or changed
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